Pasta a Mano
(Pasta 101)

The art of making pasta by hand and the use of traditional –old time pasta making tools
Equipment needed:
Very little equipment is needed to make artisanal fresh pasta. I suggest starting with utensils that you already have in
your kitchen.
I recommend a back – to - basic approach, as this will ensure an authentic pasta-making experience. The taste and
texture of artisanal fresh pasta is hands down superior to anything machine made.
A smooth work surface will do. Later, you could invest in a pastry board: the coarse wood texture gives the pasta a more
porous surface for the sauce to adhere to.
You also need measuring cup, rolling pin, cutter, scraper gnocchi board. Italian music, a glass of vino!

The Pasta Ball

500 g. dough ball, for 4 full servings
•
•
•
•
•

CUP UNBLEACHED ALL-PURPOSE FLOUR
CUP DURUM SEMOLINA
TWO EGGS (ROOM TEMPERATURE)
TABLESPOON OLIVE OIL
WATER AS NEEDED

Mix the ingredients adding water as needed until you achieve the right
consistency.
Knead dough for 6-8 minutes. (do not rush the process)
The dough should feel firm and pliable, not sticky.
Form the dough ball.
Wrap the ball in cellophane and set it to rest in fridge for ½ hour.  

Variations & tips
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More eggs: the richer the dough.
More semolina used the more elastic and strong the dough is.
More flour results in a softer and delicate dough.
Olive oil adds richness and suppleness.
Never add salt.
Once you master the technique experiment with different flours.
Add mashed potatoes, ricotta or pureed spinach to make
gnocchi, cavatelli and straccci.

Stretching, Cutting & Cooking
Divide the pasta ball into four. Stretch one piece of dough with a rolling pin, making sure the pin and the pasta are adequately dusted with flour.
Pace the sheets of pasta on a flour-dusted tray for a few minutes to dry. This will make handling and cutting easier.
To cut pasta, roll sheets into a tube and then slice with knife to your required width: spaghettini, spaghetti, taglioline,
tagliatelle, pappardelle.  Lightly flour the pasta and collect into loose “nests”.
Bring to boil a large pot of salted water. Shake off excess flour from the pasta nests and place into water. Fresh pasta
takes only a few minutes to cook; sometimes in as little time it takes for the water to resume boiling. The best way to
know when pasta is ready is to taste it!

Alternative Methods
When using a pasta machine, pass the dough trough the machine, beginning with the larger setting. Roll through a few
times each time folding over the dough to achieve “lamination” which gives pasta resistance. Adjust the dial one number
at a time until you reach the desired thickness. Keep the stainless steel rolls well dusted with flour to prevent sticking.

Pasta machines have an attachment for cutting spaghetti and taglioline.
This process is covered extensively in PASTA 201. You will learn how to make laminate pasta sheets inlaid with herbs,
garganelli, ravioli and other fun pasta shapes.
See www.angelobean.com for classes, info, registration, recipes, pasta making tools and further details
on class’s content.

For specific questions email: angelo@angelobean.com

www.angelobean.com

